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By CHAD

Avalon Travel Publishing, United States, 1994. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. It started fifty years ago with a couple of baseball games. Then came pro football,
basketball, hockey, more baseball, the Olympics, golf, bowling, stock car racing, skiing, tennis,
volleyball, badminton, darts, and anything else producers could find to sell a few beers. Every man
who hasn t gone out into the woods to find his wild man is plunked down on the living room sofa in
front of the twenty-seven-inch-diagonal screen. Marriages crumble, family time disappears,
hardbodies go to flab - TV sports are taking over the world. Now, just in the nick of time, Norman
Chad offers a hilarious, biting, and incisive look at television sports. First he takes to task the
excesses of sports TV: too much viewing (and its effect on the home), too much college basketball,
too much talk from announcers, too much figure skating, too many replays, and too many jock
analysts - not to mention the biggest, loudest personalities bringing us the games: Dick Vitale, Chris
Berman, Tim McCarver, and John Madden. Next, he poses some questions: What s wrong with
Monday Night Football, and how can we fix...
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ReviewsReviews

I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

Absolutely one of the best book I have ever study. It is actually writter in simple terms rather than confusing. I realized this pdf from my dad and i suggested
this pdf to understand.
-- Ga r r y Q uig ley-- Ga r r y Q uig ley
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